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Abstract
In the context of modulated-symmetry distributions, there exist various forms of skew-
elliptical families. We present yet another one, but with an unusual feature: the modula-
tion factor of the baseline elliptical density is represented by a distribution function with
an argument which is not an odd function, as it occurs instead with the overwhelming
majority of similar formulations, not only with other skew-elliptical families. The pro-
posal is obtained by going back to the use of Lemma 1 of Azzalini and Capitanio (1999),
which can be seen as the general frame for a vast number of existing formulations, and
use it on a different route. The broader target is to show that this ‘mother lemma’ can
still generate novel progeny.
Some key-words: elliptical distributions, skew-elliptical distributions, symmetry-modulated
distributions.
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1 Background and aims
In the last fifteen years or so, there has been a formidable development on the theme of
‘symmetry-modulated distributions’, also called ‘skew-symmetric distributions’. In the con-
text of continuous random variables, the key tool for building a symmetry-modulated distri-
bution starting from a centrally symmetric density f0 on Rd, that is, such that f0(x) = f0(−x),
is represented by the expression
f(x) = 2 f0(x)G0{w(x)} , x ∈ Rd, (1)
where G0 is a univariate continuous distribution function such that G0(−x) = 1−G0(x), that
is, it establishes to a symmetric distribution about 0, and w(·) is a real-valued function such
that w(−x) = −w(x). Under the stated conditions, for any ‘baseline’ density f0 and any
choice of the ingredients G0 and w which enter the final ‘modulating term’ of f(x), this is a
proper density.
The above passage has reproduced Proposition 1 of Azzalini & Capitanio (2003). A slightly
different formulation, essentially equivalent to the one above, has been presented by Wang
et alii (2004). Even a brief summary of the developments stemming from the symmetry-
modulated distributions in (1) would take an enormous space. For such objective, the reader
is referred to the recent account by Azzalini & Capitanio (2014). Here we limit ourselves to
recall the facts directly related to our plan of work.
The fact that (1) constitutes a density function is actually a corollary of a more general
result, namely Lemma 1 of Azzalini & Capitanio (1999); its exact statement will be recalled
in the next section. Right after this lemma, Azzalini and Capitanio formulated an immediate
corollary by taking f0 of elliptical type and w of linear type. That corollary prompted a
stream of literature focusing on successive layers of generalizations, where f0 fulfils some
symmetry condition and w is odd, eventually leading to symmetry-modulated distributions.
There exist, however, other constructions encompassed by the above-quoted Lemma 1,
falling outside the domain of symmetry-modulated distributions in (1). This territory has
been barely explored. As far as we known, the only two publications of this sort are those
of Azzalini (2012) and Jupp et alii (2016). The broad target of the present note is to
investigate further this area. In spite of the common domain of interest, operationally there
is little overlap between our development and the publications just quoted.
The present specific contribution, developed along the indicated direction, is constituted
by a new proposal of skew-elliptical or, equivalently, skew-elliptically contoured (SEC) den-
sity. A number of SEC constructions in the form of symmetry modulated densities, obtained
by some form of perturbation of an elliptically contoured (EC) density, have already been
examined in the literature. Besides the above-mentioned ‘linear-type’ SEC, the more com-
monly adopted form of SEC is the one introduced by Branco & Dey (2001) via a selection
mechanism applied to an elliptical distribution. In their exposition, it was not evident that
their SEC distribution had a structure like (1), but this was shown in some important special
cases by Azzalini & Capitanio (2003) and later in general by Azzalini & Regoli (2012, p. 872).
An additional form of SEC distribution has been presented by Sahu et alii (2003).
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There is structural difference between the existing SEC distributions and the one to be
presented here. Because of its genesis, the new SEC is not constrained by the conditions
pertaining to (1). It obviously retains the fact that f0 is of elliptical class, otherwise the term
SEC would not apply to it, but its w(·) does not satisfy the condition w(−x) = −w(x).
2 A ‘mother’ lemma
The wording of the next statement is slightly different from the one in the original source, but
completely equivalent to it. The expression ‘symmetric about 0’ is an abbreviated term for
‘symmetrically distributed about 0’, in case of a univariate random variable. We also use the
term ‘symmetric about 0’ for a univariate distribution function H such that H(−x) = 1−H(x).
Lemma 1 (Azzalini & Capitanio, 1999) Denote by G0 the continuous distribution func-
tion of a univariate random variable symmetric about 0, by w(·) a real-valued function
on Rd and by Z0 a d-dimensional variable with density function f0, such that W = w(Z0)
is symmetric about 0. Then
f(x) = 2 f0(x)G0{w(x)} , x ∈ Rd, (2)
is a density function.
At first sight, the distribution in (2) coincides with (1). While the mathematical ex-
pressions look the same, the meaning of their symbols, and consequently their mathematical
meaning, are largely different:
 in (2), f0 is not required to satisfy the condition f0(−x) = f0(x);
 in (2), w is not required to satisfy the condition w(−x) = −w(x);
 the only common assumption is that G0(−x) = 1−G0(x).
The key point for applying Lemma 1 is that W = w(Z0) is symmetric about 0. Once this
holds, any G0 symmetric about 0 can be adopted to build a valid density. This scheme was
particularly simple in the first application of the lemma, namely Corollary 2 of Azzalini &
Capitanio (1999): if Z0 is elliptical centred at 0, then the linear transform w(Z0) = a> Z0 is
symmetric about 0 for any choice of the vector a of coefficients and this suffices for applying
the lemma, irrespective of the choice of G0. It only takes a little more effort along the same
line of argument to show that f(x) in (1) is a proper density.
We also recall the stochastic representation for distribution (2) stated by Azzalini & Cap-
itanio (1999, p. 599). If X is a d-dimensional variable with density f0 and T is an independent
variable with distribution function G0, satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1, then
Z =
{
X if T ≤ w(X)
−X otherwise
(3)
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has distribution (2).
Besides symmetry-modulated distributions, Lemma 1 embraces other constructions, al-
though so far these have little been studied, as already mentioned. This overarching capabil-
ity of Lemma 1 explains the term ‘mother lemma’ which we have employed. The aim of the
present note is to examine a case of this sort, specifically when f0 is an elliptical density.
3 Functions of orthogonal elliptical components
We want to examine a construction where the density function f0 of Z0 is of EC type and
W = w(Z0) is symmetric about 0.
Start by considering the case where f0 is a bivariate elliptically contoured distribution
with ‘standardized’ marginals. Specifically, assume that f0 is the density function of(
X
Y
)
∼ EC2
(
0
0
,
(
1 ρ
ρ 1
)
, ψ
)
(4)
following the notation adopted by Fang et alii (1990), up to a minor change in the symbol
of the ‘generator’, ψ for us.
Proposition 2 Given the continuous random variable (X, Y) with distribution as in (4),
the transformed variable
W = (Y − ρX) h(X) (5)
has is symmetric about 0 for any choice of the real-valued function h.
Proof From Theorem 2.18 of Fang et alii (2012), the conditional distribution of W given
X = x is
(W|X = x) ∼ EC1(0, (1− ρ2)h(x)2, ψx)
where ψx is another generator, which in general depends on x, but its explicit expression is
irrelevant to us. All we need is that the corresponding density fW|x(w) is symmetric about 0,
so that fW|x(w) = fW|x(−w). Therefore the unconditional density of W is
fW(w) =
∫
R
fW|x(w) f0X(x)x.
=
∫
R
fW|x(−w) f0X(x)x.
= fW(−w) .
by integration with respect to the distribution f0X(x) of the X component. qed
This result can immediately be extended to a general d-dimensional continuous random
variable with EC distribution (d > 1), whose components are partitioned as follows:(
X
Y
)
∼ ECd (µ, Σ,ψ) , µ =
(
µx
µy
)
, Σ =
(
Σ11 σ12
σ21 σ22
)
(6)
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where now X is (d− 1)-dimensional; W takes now the more general form
W = (Y −mY(X)) h(X) or W =
Y −mY(X)
(σ22·1)1/2
h(X) (7)
where
mY(X) = µy + σ21Σ
−1
11 (X− µx) = β0 + β
>X , say, (8)
σ22·1 = σ22 − σ21Σ−111 σ12 (9)
are as in equation (2.42) of Fang et alii (2012). In case the mean value of Y conditionally
on X, it coincides with (8). The second form of (7) is just a minor variant of the first one,
but it is conceptually convenient to have the first factor ‘standardized’, in the sense of being
free from scale factors, besides the location parameter. Finally, note that symmetry about 0
persists if Y −mY(X) is transformed to w0(Y −mY(X)) by an odd function w0.
We can summarize the combination of the above discussion and Lemma 1 into the following
conclusion.
Proposition 3 Denote by f0(x, y) the d-dimensional elliptically contoured density of
the random variable (X, Y) in (6), by G0 a continuous distribution function such that
G0(−x) = 1−G0(x) and by w(x, y) either of the two forms
w(x, y) = w0(y−mY(x)) h(x) , w(x, y) = w0
(
y−mY(x)
(σ22·1)1/2
)
h(x) (10)
for any function h(x) from Rd−1 to R and any odd function w0 on the real line; here
mY(·) and σ22·1 are given by (8) and (9). Then
f(x, y) = 2 f0(x, y)G0{w(x, y)} (11)
is a proper density function.
Some example bivariate densities f(x, y) of the type introduced in Proposition 3 are dis-
played in Figure 1 in the form of contour level plots. The second form of (10) has been
used and the other ingredients are as follows: f0(x) = ϕ2(x;Σ) where Σ is the same matrix
occurring in (4), G0 is the standard Cauchy distribution function and
h(x) =
hN(x)
hD(x)
=
1+ a1 x+ a2 x
2
1+ b1 x+ b2 x2
, w0(x) =
c1 x+ c3 x
3
1+ c2 x2
(12)
for various choices of the coefficients a, b, c and the correlation ρ in Σ. The specific choices
of the coefficients a, b, c are indicated at the top of each pane of Figure 1. The plots indicate
a wide flexibility of the family of distribution, even employing a relatively limited number of
cofficients in the ratios (12).
The general stochastic representation (3) applies directly to distribution (11).
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Figure 1: Example plots of densities defined in Proposition 3 using functions in (12).
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4 The unperturbed component
Consider the d-dimensional density
f(x, y) = 2 f0(x, y)G0{(y− β0 − β
>x) h(x)}, x ∈ Rd−1, y ∈ R, (13)
where f0 is as in (6) and we use the expression in (8). If (X˜, Y˜) is a random variable with
density (13), the marginal distribution of X˜ is
fX˜(x) =
∫
R
f(x, y)y.
=
∫
R
2 f0,X(x) f0,Y|x(y)G0{(y− β0 − β
>x) h(x)}y.
= f0,X(x)
∫
R
2 f0,Y|x(z)G0(z σ22·1 h(x))z.
= f0,X(x)
on recalling (i) the expressions of the conditional mean (8) and the scale factor (9), (ii) the
fact that f0,Y|x(·) is symmetric about its mean (conditional) value, (iii) Lemma 1 of Azzalini
(1985).
Therefore the marginal distribution fX˜ of the first d−1 component variables after the
perturbation operation is equal to the original unperturbed density f0,X.
5 Moment generating function in a simple case
We want to compute the moment generating function (MGF) for the basic case (4) of normal
type, W as in (5) and G0 = Φ. In other words, consider the density
f(x, y) = 2ϕ(x, y; ρ)Φ{(y− ρx) h(x)} , (x, y) ∈ R2. (14)
For notational convenience, we modify slightly the notation and, from now on, we use (X, Y)
to denote a random variable with distribution (14). The MGF of (X, Y) is
M(t1, t2) =
∫
R
∫
R
exp(t1x+ t2y) f(x, y)x.y.
= 2
∫
R
et1xMc(t2, x)ϕ(x)x.
where
Mc(t2, x) =
∫
R
et2y f0,Y|x(y)Φ{(y− ρx) h(x)}y.
=
∫
R
et2yϕ
(
y− ρx√
1− ρ2
)
1√
1− ρ2
Φ{(y− ρx) h(x)}y.
= exp(t2ρx)
∫
R
exp
(
t2z
√
1− ρ2
)
ϕ(z) Φ
(
z
√
1− ρ2 h(x)
)
z.
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= exp(t2ρx)
∫
R
1√
2pi
exp
{
− 12
[
z2 − 2 t2z
√
1− ρ2 ± t22(1− ρ2)
]}
Φ
(
z
√
1− ρ2 h(x)
)
z.
= exp
[
t2ρx+
1
2t
2
2(1− ρ
2)
] ∫
R
ϕ(u)Φ
{(
u+ t2
√
1− ρ2
)
h(x)
}
u.
= exp
[
t2ρx+
1
2t
2
2(1− ρ
2)
]
Φ
(
t2 (1− ρ
2)h(x)√
1+ (1− ρ2)h(x)2
)
where the last equality follows from Corollary 1 of Ellison’s (1964) Theorem 2. Therefore
M(t1, t2) = 2 exp
{
1
2t
2
2(1− ρ
2)
} ∫
R
exp{x(t1 + t2ρ)}Φ
(
t2 (1− ρ
2)h(x)√
1+ (1− ρ2)h(x)2
)
ϕ(x)x. .
The above integral does not lend itself to explicit solution. To compute the moment of the
X and Y components of (14), we exchange the integration and differentiation steps; hence
consider
∂M
∂t1
∣∣∣∣
t1=t2=0
and
∂M
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
t1=t2=0
with differentiation under the integration sign. The first expression leads to E{X} = 0, as
expected, since the marginal density of X is ϕ(x), from § 4. The second expression leads to
E{Y} =
√
2
pi
(1− ρ2)
∫
R
h(x)√
1+ (1− ρ2)h(x)2
ϕ(x)x. . (15)
A very special case As a simple check of the above result, consider the elementary case
h(x) ≡ 1, for which (15) lends √
2
pi
(1− ρ2)√
2− ρ2
.
In this case, (14) is of type
SN2
(
ξ =
(
0
0
)
,Ω =
(
1 ρ
ρ 1
)
, α =
(
−ρ
1
))
and known formulae such as (5.31) and (5.11) of the Azzalini & Capitanio (2014) say that
E
{(
X
Y
)}
=
√
2
pi
(
0
1− ρ2√
2− ρ2
)
.
Addition numerical checks with other choices of h confirm expression (15) by use of numerical
integration.
Other feasible solutions The explicit expression of the integral in (15) is feasible only in
favourable cases.
A relatively common situation occurs when h(x) is odd, so that the integrand of (15) is
odd and
E{Y} = 0 .
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Note that, when h is odd, w(x, y) = (y − ρx) h(x) is an even function of (x, y). The special
case h(x) = αx reduces to the distribution in the first expression of equation (17) of Azzalini
(2012).
Another class of functions for which explicit integration is feasible is as follows. Suppose
s(x) is a function for which E{s(Z)} is known to be S, say, when Z ∼ N(0, 1). Then solve
h(x)√
1+ (1− ρ2) h(x)2
= s(x)
and obtain
h(x) =
s(x)√
1− (1− ρ2) s(x)2
.
For this choice of h(x), we can say that, by construction,
E{Y} =
√
2
pi
(1− ρ2) S .
An especially simple example is s(x) = cos x, such that S = e−1/2, leading to
h(x) =
cos x√
1− (1− ρ2) (cos x)2
, E{Y} =
√
2
pi e
(1− ρ2) .
Another special case leading to a solution, with help from the Maxima symbolic manipu-
lation system, is h(x) = α|x| for which we obtain
E{Y} =
2√
1− ρ2
[
1−Φ
(
1
α
√
1− ρ2
)]
exp
(
1
2 α2(1− ρ2)
)
.
Although in many other cases (15) does not lend itself to an explicit expression, it still sim-
plifies computation with respect to direct two-dimensional numerical integration of y f(x, y),
since (15) requires only one-dimensional integration.
6 Extension to multivariate Y
Consider the more general case where Y is m-dimensional, with 1 ≤ m < d. Hence write the
joint distribution of (X, Y) as(
X
Y
)
∼ ECd (µ, Σ,ψ) , µ =
(
µx
µy
)
, Σ =
(
Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22
)
(16)
where X is (d −m)-dimensional. We want to extend the expressions in (5) and (7) to this
new case.
Proposition 4 For a d-dimensional variable (X, Y) distributed as in (16), consider the
transform
W = w0 (Y −mY(X)) h(X) (17)
where h is an arbitrary function function and w0 is an odd function, that is, w0(u) ∈ R
and w0(−u) = −w0(u) for u ∈ Rm. Then W is distributed symmetrically around 0.
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Proof. Write U = Y −mY(X) and W0 = w0(U). First we show that the distribution of W0
conditionally on X = x is symmetric about 0, for any given x; in fact
P{W0 ≤ t|X = x} = P{−W0 ≥ −t|X = x}
= P{w0(−U) ≥ −t|X = x}
= P{w0(U) ≥ −t|X = x}
= P{W0 ≥ −t|X = x}
for any real t, and the last equality implies symmetry of (W0|X = x). Then argue like in
Proposition 2 to conclude that W is symmetric about 0. qed
Corollary 5 Under the assumption of Proposition 3, denote by f0 the density of (16)
and let β0 + β>x = mY(x) as given in equation (2.42) of Fang et alii (2012). Then
expression (11) with
w(x, y) = w0(y− β0 − β
>x) h(x)
is a proper density function.
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